Abstract-We present a sampling theory for a class of binary images with finite rate of innovation (FRI). Every image in our model is the restriction of 1 {p≤0 } to the image plane, where 1 denotes the indicator function and p is some real bivariate polynomial. This particularly means that the boundaries in the image form a subset of an algebraic curve with the implicit polynomial p. We show that the image parameters-i.e., the polynomial coefficients'satisfy a set of linear annihilation equations with the coefficients being the image moments. The inherent sensitivity of the moments to noise makes the reconstruction process numerically unstable and narrows the choice of the sampling kernels to polynomial reproducing kernels. As a remedy to these problems, we replace conventional moments with more stable generalized moments that are adjusted to the given sampling kernel. The benefits are threefold: 1) it relaxes the requirements on the sampling kernels; 2) produces annihilation equations that are robust at numerical precision; and 3) extends the results to images with unbounded boundaries. We further reduce the sensitivity of the reconstruction process to noise by taking into account the sign of the polynomial at certain points, and sequentially enforcing measurement consistency. We consider various numerical experiments to demonstrate the performance of our algorithm in reconstructing binary images, including low to moderate noise levels and a range of realistic sampling kernels.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N today's digital world, sampling is a key block of any signal acquisition device: the device senses and stores analog signals at certain points and uses the samples later for the representation of the analog signal (possibly after some postprocessing). The main concern here is whether and how the collected samples provide a fair representation of the original signal. Hence, as a first step in the design of acquisition devices, we should develop suitable sampling and reconstruction techniques for the target class of signals.
The classical Shannon sampling theory and its variations present sampling strategies for bandlimited signals and more generally the class of signals living in a shift-invariant space [1] - [4] . Still many crucial signals stay out of reach of this class. Among them are signals which can be described with a finite number of parameters, hence called signals with finite rate of innovation (FRI). In [5] , a study of one-dimensional (1D) FRI signals was presented. This work then evolved to include more general FRI signals such as piecewise polynomials [5] , [6] , streams of Diracs [5] - [7] and piecewise sinusoids [8] .
Extension of sampling schemes to images is an essential but challenging problem. Because of the sharp intensity transitions along edges, images are non-bandlimited. Also, the diverse geometry of the edges in typical images excludes them from the known shift-invariant spaces. Some preliminary efforts to generalize the FRI framework to images led to the sampling schemes with adequate sampling kernels for step-edge images and polygons [9] - [11] . In a recent work, an FRI-based sampling scheme is presented for images with more versatile edge geometries [12] . The curves in this model are zero level sets of a mask function that is a linear combination of a finite number of twodimensional (2D) exponentials. The curve parameters are shown to satisfy an annihilation system of equations which could be solved directly, or more robustly as a minimization problem.
The curve model introduced in [12] is novel and further investigation is needed to reveal its descriptive power-i.e., the range of shape geometries and the number of free parameters required for generating a given shape in the range. On the other hand, a rich parametric model for 2D curves already exists in the literature: algebraic curves [13] - [15] . An algebraic curve is the zero level set of a bivariate polynomial of a finite degree. Algebraic curves can be decomposed into a finite number of smooth arcs. Nevertheless, they are dense, in the Hausdorff metric, among all smooth curves. Hence, every curve can be approximated by a sequence of algebraic curves arbitrarily closely [16] . This characteristic makes them an excellent candidate in modeling the general image boundaries.
We call a subset of the 2D plane with an algebraic boundary curve an algebraic domain and the restriction of it to the image plane an algebraic shape. According to a classical result [17] , an algebraic domain of degree n can be uniquely determined from its set of 2D moments of order less than or equal to n. But as stated in [18] , "there has been so far no constructive way of passing from the given moments to the unique algebraic domain, or equivalently to the defining polynomial". In [18] and [19] , the authors present an algorithm for the reconstruction of a subset of bounded algebraic domains-called quadrature domains-from their moments. But, moments are inherently very sensitive to noise and consequently, the suggested algorithm (as noted by the authors) suffers from severe numerical instabilities. Recovery of general bounded algebraic domains from their moments has been recently addressed in [20] , where the use of roughly 8 times more 2D moments is proposed to improve the sensitivity of the recovery towards additive noise in the moments.
Moments have been used as the standard descriptors of 2D shapes in [21] - [23] . Also, there are some works on the exact calculation of moments of the shapes with parametric boundary curves in terms of the curve parameters, through nonlinear equations. Examples are [24] for polygonal shapes and [25] for shapes with wavelet and spline curves.
A. Contribution
In this paper, we propose sampling and reconstruction techniques for algebraic shapes. We first derive a set of linear annihilation equations for the shape parameters with the coefficients being factors of 2D moments of the image. We prove that any solution of these equations will lead to a polynomial that vanishes on the boundaries of the original shape. By employing sampling kernels that reproduce polynomials like the well-known B-splines [26] , we are able to calculate the shape moments from the samples.
A major difference of our work with [20] is in the nature of the available data. The focus of [20] is on extracting the algebraic curve from the 2D moments; hence, direct access to the moments is a given. In our problem, however, we need to approximate the moments based on the available noisy samples (pixels). We shall show that the process of converting samples into the conventional moments is very sensitive to noise and the reason is that noise in the image or the samples is boosted by polynomial factors before it contaminates the moments. To overcome this difficulty, we replace moments with some generalized moments that are still reproducible from the samples but do not amplify the noise. This is achieved by multiplying the monomials in the conventional moments with a function that is adjusted to the sampling kernel and decays at the image borders. The advantages are threefold: we get more stable moments that can be reproduced by a wider range of sampling kernels. Furthermore, we can extend our model to algebraic shapes with unbounded boundaries.
In any sampling problem, consistency of the reconstruction with noiseless samples is a crucial constraint [27] - [29] . It is also proved to be a strong tool for recovering binary images in the absence of a parametric model [30] . In this paper, we further improve the stability of our reconstruction by enforcing measurement (or sample) consistency to the recovered algebraic shape. This results in a reconstruction algorithm that is robust to moderate noise levels in the samples.
B. Organization of the Paper
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we first define the image model and study algebraic curves in details. Then, we explicitly define the sampling problem. We derive the annihilation equations for the shape parameters in Section III and present a perfect reconstruction algorithm for the noiseless scenario. In Section IV, we develop a stable reconstruction algorithm. For this purpose, we introduce the notion of generalized moments and present an algorithm for generating the adequate generalized moments corresponding to the given sampling kernel. Also, we prove that any solution of the annihilation equations formed from (generalized) moments generates the original shape boundaries. We present some experimental results with different curves in the noiseless and noisy scenarios in Section V and conclude in Section VI. 
II. SAMPLING OF ALGEBRAIC SHAPES

A. Image Model
Consider a bivariate polynomial of degree n with real coeffi-
The set of points {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : p(x, y) ≤ 0} defines an algebraic domain. The boundary of this domain, defined by the zero level set of p, is an algebraic curve of degree n,
Let Ω denote a closed domain in R 2 modeling the image plane. Without loss of generality, we take
2 for some L ∈ Z + . We define an algebraic shape in Ω as the binary image
where 1 denotes the indicator function. This means that the edges of I are contained in the algebraic curve C. An algebraic shape of degree n is specified with n +2 2 parameters (the coefficients in (1)). In developing the annihilation equations of Section III, we assume that the algebraic shapes have closed boundaries. This restricts the polynomial degree to the even integers. We later remove this assumption by introducing generalized moments in Section IV.
Typical examples of algebraic domains of degree 2 are circles and ellipses. Fig. 1 displays two algebraic domains of degree 4. We see in this figure that an algebraic domain of degree 4 can have four disconnected components. The following remark asserts that this is an upper bound.
Remark 1 [31] : An algebraic domain of degree n cannot have more than n disconnected closed components.
This remark is a consequence of Bezout's theorem [13] . We will also make use of this theorem in Section IV to prove our result.
Theorem 1 (Bezout): Two algebraic curves of degree n and m that do not share a common component intersect in at most mn points.
Bezout's theorem also provides us a handy tool to roughly estimate the degree of an algebraic shape. Consider a shape image I with boundary C. C should have a degree of at least n if it intersects a line (a first-degree polynomial) at n points or if it intersects an ellipse (a polynomial of degree 2) at 2n points. This is illustrated with an example in Fig. 2 . Algebraic curves have been studied and applied to data fitting in computer vision (e.g. [31] , [32] ). This rather long history of application has revealed that polynomials of modest degree (e.g. degree 4 with 15 parameters) have enough descriptive power to generate a diverse range of curve geometries. Hence, in the rest of this paper, we mostly consider n ≤ 4. Nevertheless, all results remain valid for higher degree polynomials.
B. Sampling
In a typical sampling setup (Fig. 3) , the image is first convolved with a 2D kernel and then sampled at a uniform grid to generate the samples
In a noisy setup, the noise vector will be added to the measurements after spacial sampling. The sampling kernel ϕ(x, y) is determined by the physics of the sampling device but in most cases it can be considered as a separable kernel ϕ(x)ϕ(y). In the first part of this paper, we consider separable kernels that can reproduce polynomials up to some degree. ϕ(x) is a polynomial reproducing kernel of degree N if there exist coefficients c
B-splines are well-known examples of polynomial reproducing kernels [26] . A zero order B-spline β (0) (x) is defined as
A B-spline of order m is obtained by convolving m + 1 kernel The B-spline kernel β (m ) can reproduce monomials up to degree m and the corresponding coefficients are obtained as
C. Problem statement:
The sampling setup in Fig. 3 provides a discretization of the continuous-domain image (Fig. 4 illustrates this concept). The addressed problem in this paper is whether and how we can reconstruct the original image I(x, y) from a finite set of samples d k,l , given the sampling kernel ϕ and the sampling density 1/T . In the sequel, we present a technique to reconstruct the boundary curve C and hence the algebraic shape I(x, y) from an adequately rich set of noiseless or noisy samples d k,l .
III. RECONSTRUCTION FROM MOMENTS
For an exact reconstruction of an algebraic shape image, we should estimate its boundary-the algebraic curve C-from the samples. In the sequel, we first derive some annihilating equations for the curve parameters based on the shape moments. Then, we use the existing FRI techniques [33] to calculate shape moments from the samples. The overall procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
A. Annihilation Equations
Consider a closed algebraic curve C inside the domain Ω and the corresponding shape image I. We can rewrite I in equation (2) as
where Int(C) denotes the closure of the interior of C. This equation explains that the partial derivatives
vanish everywhere in Ω except possibly on C, where they behave like the Dirac δ function. So, similar to the equation xδ(x) = 0, we conclude that (8) and (9) inside Ω.
We can multiply the above equations with x r y s for any r, s ∈ Z ≥0 and integrate over the domain to obtain the equations
By substituting p(x, y) from equation (1) in (5) and using integration by parts, we get
In the derivation of (7), we also used the fact that C is a closed curve inside Ω and hence, I is zero at the domain borders.
The integrals in equation (7) represent 2D moments of the image I
Hence, we can rewrite equation (7) as
We can similarly modify equation (6) to derive the additional equation
For any pair of (r, s), equations (8) and (9) give us two linear annihilation equations in terms of the vector of polynomial coefficients
We get enough equations to build a linear system of the form
and derive the curve parameters, if we consider all pairs
. This implies that we require all image moments of degree up to 3n/2 , i.e.,
To avoid the trivial solution a = 0, we set the term corresponding to x 0 y 0 to 1. We recall that a scaling of the polynomial coefficients does not change its level sets. In Theorem 2, we prove that the zero level set of the polynomial q(x, y) formed by any solution of (10) contains C. This specifically means that although the system of equations in (10) might have a null space with dimension larger than 1, any vector a in this null space generates a polynomial that vanishes on the boundary of I. Hence, we can recover the boundary curve C and the algebraic shape I from any solution of (10) .
Finally, it remains to retrieve moments from the samples. Suppose that the kernel ϕ(x) can reproduce polynomials up to degree 3n/2 , with the corresponding coefficients c
The 2D moments of the image can be calculated as
where K and L indicate the set of indices k and l such that
B. Stability
Algorithm 1 restores the exact algebraic curve when it has access to the noiseless samples. But it breaks down in the presence of noise. The reason is that the polynomial reproducing coefficients c (11), the weight of samples that are away from the image center are considerably larger than the weight of the central samples. But for images in our model, samples at the image borders mostly contain noise. This transfers an amplified noise to the moments and results in severely degraded moments SNR. The noise boosting effect becomes more critical as the order of moments grow. This makes Algorithm 1 unstable even at a sample SNR as high as 100 dB.
We recall that in the related works of [34] and [11] , only the first order moment are required as they focus on first degree polynomials (step edges). Hence, the aforementioned noise boosting effect is not an issue.
In the next section, we introduce some generalized moments that have slower growth rates and discard the noise at the image borders. Above all, they are still reproducible from the samples generated with a wider range of sampling kernels.
IV. STABLE RECOVERY
The sampling scheme of Section III has some limitations: (i) the reconstruction algorithm succeeds only in the absence of noise; (ii) the acceptable sampling kernels ϕ(·) are limited to the ones that exactly reproduce polynomials; and (iii) the algebraic shapes should have closed boundary curves. In this section, we modify Algorithm 1 in three steps to resolve these limitations:
First and foremost, we introduce a fast decaying (or even compact-support) function g(x, y) in the integrands of equations (5) and (6) to reduce the growth rate of polynomials, especially at the borders of Ω. This translates into the annihilation equations as replacing moments with some generalized moments. We prove in Theorem 2 that under noiseless samples, the resulting annihilation equations restore the exact boundary curve of any algebraic shape. Our proof is general and includes the case g(x, y) = 1 which leads to conventional moments. Next, we describe the requirements for g(x, y) to ensure stable generalized moments and we propose an optimization procedure for finding the best candidate g that pairs with a given sampling kernel. Interestingly, the inclusion of g allows for extension of the image model to algebraic shapes with open boundaries.
For our second step, we note that the image moments do not take full advantage of the available samples. For instance, the samples allow for prediction of the sign of the implicit polynomial on a subset of the sampling grid points and this prediction is fairly robust against noise. To further improve the reconstruction, we enforce sign consistency of the polynomial with the prediction of the available samples.
In our last step, we encourage full measurement consistency (not just sign) through bounded changes in the coefficients of the implicit polynomial.
A. Annihilation Equations With Generalized Moments
We developed the annihilation equations of Section III-A by multiplying equations (3) and (4) 
a 2D generalized moment of I, associated with g.
Having separable sampling kernels, we also take g(x, y) to be separable of the form g(x, y) = g(x)g(y) . Though, the results can be similarly extended to the non-separable kernels. In the following, we derive the new annihilation equations and discuss the requirements on g afterwards.
We multiply equations (3) and (4) In Section III, we had to assume that I is zero at the borders of the image plane in order to use integration by parts. Here, we assume that g(·) is either zero outside (−L, L) or decays so fast that the integral outside of this interval becomes negligible. This allows I to take non-zero values at the borders of Ω; consequently, I can represent an unbounded shape.
We can further simplify equations (13) and (14) and substitute the integrals with generalized moments to get the new annihilation equations
whereġ stands for the derivative of g. The above equations are valid for any 0 ≤ r, s. Note that g = 1 restores the annihilation equations (8) and (9) when I represents a closed shape. In Theorem 2 we state a unified result for recovery of algebraic shapes either from conventional annihilation equations or the generalizations in (15) and (16) . Theorem 2: Let I denote an algebraic shape of degree n defined on Ω without singular edges. p(x, y) and 2p(x, y) are the same, leading to the same algebraic shapes. However, there are less obvious examples that prevent unique recovery: the zero level sets of both (x 2 + y 2 − 1)(x 2 − 2x + 2) and (x 2 + y 2 − 1)(x 2 + y 2 + 2xy + 1) coincide with the unit circle, while the two bivariate polynomials have the same degree. The important point in Theorem 2 is that the curve C is uniquely determined, but possibly with a different implicit polynomial.
Remark 3: Theorem 2 requires that the coefficients ofp(x, y) satisfy the annihilation equations (15) and (16) for every 0 ≤ r + s ≤ 2n − 1. This generates an over-determined system of the form Ma = 0 with about 8 times more rows than columns. In our experiments, we have confirmed successful recovery of algebraic curves from the annihilation equations corresponding to 0 ≤ r, s ≤ n/2 (yielding an almost balanced system). Our proof technique, however, falls short of this stronger result.
1) Optimal Generalized Moments: The primary reason of introducing g(x)g(y)
to the equations is to control the growth rate of the monomials x r y s , especially at the image borders. Ideally, the g(·) function in (13) and (14) should be set such that g andġ both vanish outside (−L, L). The faster they decay near the borders of [−L, L], the more stable will be the annihilation equations (15) and (16) . However, the bottleneck in setting g(·) is the reproduction of moments from the samples. That is the functions x i g(x) and x iġ (x), i = 0, . . . , 3n 2 should be reproducible by the sampling kernel ϕ(x), i.e., we need coefficients {c
k ∈Ic
Here, I represents k values for which
For recovering an algebraic curve (domain) from samples using the generalized moment technique, we need to linearly combine the samples in correspondence to the coefficients {c
In other words, we never require the function g explicitly in practice. Consequently, instead of looking for the best g function, we can search for coefficients {c
To find such coefficients, we introduce the following objective function G {c
Next, we solve the quadratic program
The equality constraint in the above minimization is to avoid the trivial zero solution and the inequalities guarantee that g is non-negative. Although solving a quadratic program is computationally manageable, we have frequently observed that (20) is ill-conditioned 2 in the sense that iterative methods are very slow in achieving the global solution, and usually terminate much earlier than desired. This shortcoming could be improved by using a sufficiently good initialization. Furthermore, any set of coefficients which result in a small cost according to the objective function could be used.
We recall that an implicit parameter in this problem is the size of the index set I. This parameter also affects the modeling
2 and the minimum required sampling density for this sampling kernel. In fact, by increasing the index set I the global cost in (20) can only reduce. Thus, the larger the I the lower the cost. However, larger I translates into more image samples, and consequently more complexity.
For the B-spline kernels, we found surprisingly good candidates g that make the objective function almost zero. Fig. 6 shows the kernels β (6) 
(x) and their associated g's that reproduce stable generalized moments of order 6 or less. This implies that we can form the annihilation equations and recover algebraic shapes of degree 4 even when the sampling kernel is the tensor product of 2nd order B-splines. The cost is a larger number of required samples.
Our final remark concerns using an asymmetric function g(x, y) in the form f (x)h(y), when satisfying (17) and (18) is not possible simultaneously for a single g (x) . One can verify that the annihilation equations can still be obtained if (17) and (18) For finding {c (20) needs to be divided into two quadratic programs that accommodate {c
2) Patch-Based Recovery: Equations (17) and (18) show that g(x) and consequently g(x)g(y) have compact support. This indicates that the generalized moments are computed from a finite window of the image samples-namely, of size m × m, where m amounts to the number of contributing kernels in I. Having access to more samples, we can slide a m × m window over the image samples, calculate 2D moments and form the annihilation equations for each window. This results in a linear system with more equations and improves the noise stability of the reconstruction.
There is only one issue requiring further attention: in the annihilation equations of each window, the coordinates origin is taken at the window's center (Fig. 7) . This means that the variables of each set of annihilation equations are the coefficients of the polynomial in those coordinates. Hence, we should compensate for the shifts in the coordinates before concatenating the equations of different windows. For this purpose, we choose the reference coordinates as the symmetry axes of the image plane. When the coordinates are shifted by (x 0 , y 0 ), the polynomial p(x, y) = 0≤i,j,i+j ≤n a i,j x i y j in the original system shall be mapped to the polynomial
This reveals the mapping between the coefficients ofp(x, y), denoted by b k,l , and a i,j 's as
We can represent the above relations for all polynomial coefficients simultaneously as
where B (x 0 ,y 0 ) is an upper triangular square matrix with diagonal entries equal to 1. This allows us to relate the annihilation equations of a window centered at (x 0 , y 0 ) to the polynomial coefficients a in the reference coordinate system through the equation
In a nutshell, we should multiply the annihilation equations of different windows with the corresponding matrix B (x 0 ,y 0 ) in equation (21) before concatenating them in a bigger system.
B. Constraints on the Sign of the Polynomial
So far, we have built a system of equations in terms of the image parameters that is stable at numerical precision. In the presence of noise, the annihilation equations are only approximately singular. In this case, as a common practice, we consider the solution of the least squares minimization problem The least squares denoising works well at low noise levels, especially when M is a tall matrix. Nevertheless, since algebraic curves are dense among continuous curves, distortion in the image moments (originated from moderate noise levels in the samples) can lead to substantially different solutions.
Recently, the Cadzow's denoising algorithm [35] has been used for denoising of the annihilation equations of 1D [7] and 2D [12] FRI signals. The common feature in these works that makes denoising successful is having annihilation equations with a Toeplitz structure. Our system of annihilation equations-although almost each element in M has a few duplicates-is not Toeplitz and the Cadzow's denoising algorithm does not help. 3 In our problem, the best reconstruction is an algebraic shape that is as consistent as possible with the image samples (i.e., up to the samples SNR). Theoretically, this can be achieved with a brute-force search over the space of image parameters. But this problem is nonconvex with many parameters and hence, computationally intractable. In the rest of this section, we exploit the local information provided by the samples to improve the reconstruction in the presence of noise.
Sample values represent the area of the intersection of the corresponding kernels with the interior of the shape in a weighted form. For example, d k,l = 1 (0) indicates that I(x, y) = 1 (0) everywhere in the support of ϕ(x − k, y − l). 4 We further incorporate the samples in our reconstruction by interpreting them as the central points of the corresponding kernels lying inside or outside the shape. More precisely, if d k,l is above 1 − for an < 0.5, we assume its center to be inside the shape, i.e., I(k, l) = 1 or equivalently p(k, l) ≤ 0. Also, we take I(k, l) = 0 or p(k, l) > 0, if d k,l < . Eventually, we constrain the solution of the least squares problem with the inferred signs: min
where A in and A out encode respectively, the normal and signnegated polynomial evaluation matrices at central locations of the sampling kernels; A in corresponds to locations with large sample values, while A out corresponds to locations with small sample values. The minimization problem (23) can be solved with quadratic programming algorithms.
C. Measurement Consistency
At moderate noise levels (sample SNRs around 25 dBs), the recovered curves from (23) are close enough to the original boundaries to let us approximate the function mapping the polynomial coefficients to the image samples with a 1st order Taylor expansion around the correct coefficients. We exploit this assumption to improve the measurement consistency of the reconstruction.
Let D denote the mapping from the polynomial coefficients into the samples of the algebraic shape. For instance, if a * stands for the polynomial coefficients associated with an algebraic curve, d * = D(a * ) represents the vector of noiseless image samples via the sampling kernel.
For a given set of noisy samples d * , let a cur be the solution to the sign consistency technique in (23) , which corresponds to d cur = D(a cur ). For moderate to low noise levels, we know that a cur is a good approximation of a * . Thus, we use the linearization of D around a cur (1st order Taylor expansion) to write that
where ∂ ∂ a D(a cur ) is a matrix that relates the small input variations in D to its output around the point a cur . In practice, we find ∂ ∂ a D(a cur ) by numerically varying a cur in all directions and observing the corresponding d's. Finally, we improve our current estimate of a * by
In our algorithm, we apply few iterations of the above update rule. Each time we evaluate the associated d vector and continue the iterations as long as this vector gets closer to d * .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in different scenarios. We select bounded algebraic shapes for most of the experiments. For this purpose, we restrict the polynomial degree to even integers. But a randomly generated even degree polynomial very likely has unbounded level sets. A full characterization as well as a model for the generation of bivariate polynomials of degree 4 with bounded level sets was presented in [31] and [32] . We adopt this model to generate shapes for our experiments.
A. Noiseless Recovery
In the first experiment, we study reconstruction of algebraic shapes from noiseless samples. Recalling the results of the last section, we expect to recover the exact image by solving the least squares problem (22) . Fig. 8 displays perfect reconstruction of an algebraic shape of degree 4, when the sampling kernel is the tensor product of the 6th order B-splines.
B. Recovery in the Presence of Noise
In this experiment, we aim at studying the effect of each step of the algorithm on the reconstructed image from noisy samples. For this purpose, we consider two distinct algebraic shapes of degree 4 with different levels of noise in their samples and we plot each stage of the reconstruction (Figs. 9 and 10 ). The samples of both images are generated with the sampling kernel ϕ(x, y) = β (6) (x)β (6) (y) and the annihilation equations involve generalized moments corresponding to the function g (x) in Fig. 6(a) . We see that although the least squares solution might be offbeat in presence of noise, the constraints on the sign of the polynomial substantially restrain the solution and lead to satisfactory reconstructions at moderate signal to noise ratios (SNRs).
C. Sampling Kernel Sensitivity
Earlier, we mentioned that a consequence of replacing conventional moments with generalized moments is relaxing the restrictive polynomial-reproducing requirement on the sampling kernel. Specifically, we worked out the reproducing coefficients for the B-spline kernels of order 2, 4, and 6 that generate stable generalized moments of order less than or equal to 6 (see Fig. 6 ). This, for example, allows us to recover algebraic shapes of degree 4 from samples generated with the sampling kernel ϕ(x, y) = β (2) (x)β (2) (y). In this experiment, we study the sensitivity of the reconstruction to the choice of the kernel. Fig. 11 displays the absolute difference between an image and its reconstructions from samples generated with different sampling kernels and similar signal-to-noise-ratios. The results are comparable irrespective of the choice of the sampling kernel (note the expected difference in the sample sizes that calls for different noise realizations for the three samples).
D. Unbounded Algebraic Shapes
Introducing generalized moments to the annihilation equations facilitated sampling and reconstruction of algebraic shapes with open boundaries (also referred as unbounded algebraic shapes). This additionally allows the reconstruction to enjoy oversampling by forming annihilation equations for each sample window, without caring about the image content of the window. Fig. 12 shows the reconstruction of an unbounded image from its noisy samples, where the sampling kernel is the tensor product of 2nd order B-splines. The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the reconstructed image is 20.1 dB and SNR between its samples and the original noisy samples (sample consistency) is equal to 23.1 dB. These numbers clearly indicate the success of our proposed algorithm for reconstructing unbounded shapes.
E. Overfitting
In the last two experiments, we address uncertainties in the image model. First, we study the situation where we overestimate degree of an algebraic shape. Recalling Theorem 2 of the previous section, we expect the recovered polynomial from the annihilation equations to vanish on the boundaries of the original shape in the noiseless scenario. Fig. 13 displays the results when we approximate an ellipse with algebraic shapes of degree 4 from its noiseless and noisy samples. Figs. 13(c) and (f) show the least squares solutions for noiseless and noisy 
F. Algebraic Shape Approximation
Another type of uncertainty in the image model happens when the image boundary is not an algebraic curve. Regarding the descriptive power of algebraic curves, we still expect to find a good approximation of the image. To investigate this, we generated a shape with a Bézier curve boundary with four control points and generated its 15 × 15-samples with 2nd order Bspline sampling kernels. Then, we obtained the approximate algebraic shape from the noiseless samples. The original image and the absolute error of its algebraic approximation are depicted in Fig. 14 . We observe that the reconstructed curve is a rather accurate descriptor of the original Bézier curve.
VI. CONCLUSION
Designing sampling schemes for images with arbitrary edge geometries is still a challenging research problem. In this paper, we proposed a sampling and reconstruction algorithm for binary images with boundary curves that are zeros of an implicit bivariate polynomial. We developed a set of linear annihilation equations from the image samples and proved that every solution of the equations restores the image boundaries, in the noiseless scenario. The primary equations involve 2D moments of the image. To make the reconstruction robust against noise, we replaced conventional moments with generalized moments associated with a compact-support 2D function that is paired with the given sampling kernel. This leads to a reconstruction algorithm from more realistic samples and extends the model to images with open boundaries.
The image model we considered in this paper is very rich and may be used for the approximation of general shapes from their samples. Also, the idea of replacing conventional moments with generalized moments might find applications in other image processing tasks which use moments as the image descriptors.
APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We prove by contradiction. Assume the zero level set ofp does not fully include C; thus, p(x, y) can be factorized as p(x, y) = ζ(x, y) h(x, y), where h(x, y) is coprime withp and ζ, and has a non-trivial zero level set C h . Meanwhile, the zero level set C ζ of ζ(x, y) is included in that ofp. Roughly speaking, h and ζ stand for parts of C that are excluded and included in the zero level set ofp, respectively. Further, let r(x, y) be a polynomial with minimum degree such that 1 h(x,y )≤0 = 1 r (x,y )≤0 . If h is irreducible, we shall have r(x, y) = h(x, y), otherwise, r might be different from h. In either case, we have deg r ≤ deg h. The validity of annihilation equations (15) and (16) 
Because deg q ≤ degp + deg p − 1 = 2n − 1, this choice of q fulfills the degree constraint.
Let y * be such that the line y = y * intersects C. According to Bezout's theorem, the number of intersections m * shall be limited to n. We assume the intersections are at x ∈ {x * i } 
where equality happens only if 
Thus, for (25) to hold, q(x, y) needs to vanish at all points on C, and in particular, at points on C h . As h andp are coprime, p(x, y) can vanish only on a finite number of points on C h (Bezout's theorem). This forces the zero level set of ∂ ∂ x ζ · r to include C h (inclusion of C h except finitely many points implies inclusion of the whole C h ).
For 
Again, since h and ζ are coprime, ζ(x * , y * ) = 0 can happen only for a finite number of points (x * , y * ) ∈ C h . Therefore, , y) . This, however, contradicts our initial assumption that r is a polynomial with minimum degree that satisfies this property.
